
Friday, Term 4, Week 2 

Reflect on how you are currently feeling?
Journal Entry:

My favourite day of the week is…   

because ….



Today’s Routine: Friday 15th October 2021

Time
Number of 

the day
Mentals

Recess

WritingWord of the day



Reading and Comprehension: Super Six Focus- SUMMARISING

Using getepic.com choose a book that interests you and challenges you. 
Read for 10 minutes. I will check student logs each day. 
After you read, I want you to idenfity the most important parts of the story, then 
SUMMARISE in to a few sentences what you read to a family member.

Login info for Epic!
Using your device download 
the app or go to the 
website: getepic.com
Class Code: nng8295 Click me!nng8295 nng8295

https://www.getepic.com/
https://www.getepic.com/students
https://www.online-stopwatch.com/candle-timer/full-screen/


Spelling Task

1. Ask a family member to read out your 
spelling words and you write them down.

1. Now look back at your spelling words with 
your spelling list and edit yourself in a 
different colour pen/pencil. 

*How did you go?
*If you made any mistakes, do you know 
where you went wrong for next time?

3. Take a photo and upload to SeeSaw after 
you complete tasks 1 and 2.



Word of the Day:

Definition: Part of speech: 
❑ noun   
❑ verb   
❑ adjective 
❑ adverb  

❑ conjunction
❑ connective    
❑ other

Antonym: Synonym: 

Sentence: (Put word in to an interesting sentence using correct parts of speech 
nd punctuation) 

Segmenting:

Syllables: ________

Consonants:_______

Vowels:__________

Sounds:__________

Graphemes:_______
___-____-___-____

Word of the day Select a different word from your spelling 
list

https://kids.wordsmyth.net/we/?ent=retreat


A detailed sentence using 
interesting vocabulary to 
put across more detailed 
ideas.

Writing- Sentence of the Day

Improve our writing from 
using simple sentences to 
complex sentences

Simple Sentences
A simple sentence consists if one clause that has a subject and a verb. A simple sentence puts across a simple idea.
e.g. The owl hooted.

Compound Sentences
Compound sentences contain two or more pieces of information and the pieces are linked by connectives.
e.g. The owl hooted then flew away.

Complex Sentences
A complex sentence is used to put across more detailed ideas. A complex sentence contains one or more clause that 
can make sense on its own, and one or more clauses that are linked to it.
e.g. The hungry owl hooted loudly then flew away as it spotted its next meal.

REMINDER!!!



A detailed sentence 
using interesting 
vocabulary.

Writing- Sentence of the Day

Improve our writing from 
using simple sentences to 
complex sentences

Reflecting on yesterday’s vocabulary mat about the killer whales (orca), write a 
simple sentence and then improve your sentence by writing a complex sentence. 

Simple Sentence

Complex Sentence



Grammar & Punctuation

Write the correct sentence underneath by adding capital letters, full stops, commas and question marks.

Identify and use 
the correct 
punctuation to 
complete sentences 

Use knowledge of 
punctation to respond to 
and compose clear and 
cohesive texts

1. my brother’s dog is called tess _________________________________________________________

1. on sunday she went to the park _________________________________________________________

1. my mum has a cat she called him tom _____________________________________________________

1. have you got the suit for the year 6 formal ________________________________________________

1. one warm sunny day jessica and lilly went to the zoo when they arrived they visited the monkeys ________

___________________________________________________________________________________ 



RECESS



Whole Number: Number of the Day

Roll either a die or select playing cards to create your 3, 4 or 5 digit number day. Don’t forget to try and challenge yourself!
Upload your worksheet on SeeSaw

Represent the amount in dollars and cents

$________________________ . _______________ c

Number of 
the day



Maths Mentals

Please complete the same colour list that you would if you were in class.

PURPLE

Mentals



Maths Mentals

Please complete the same colour list that you would if you were in class.

YELLOW

Mentals



Maths Mentals

Please complete the same colour list that you would if you were in class.

GREEN

Mentals



Maths- Number- Multiplication

Practice your 4 times table. Either write them down, say them out loud or 
ask an adult to quiz you with some 4 times table questions.

e.g. What does 4x1=
What does 4 x _ =28



Maths- Measurement and Geometry: Time

In high school, you are often have different subjects at different times 
of the day. Sometimes you are in a different classroom for different 
subjects and even have different teachers.

Time

Read a simple 
timetable

Being able to read a 
timetable and 
interpret information

The next slide is a school timetable. The subjects are colour coded. 
Each table has the name of the subject, the class and the teacher.
Read through the timetable and then answer the questions. 



Maths- Measurement and Geometry: Time

Time

8.30am

9.30am

10am

10.30am

11.30am

1.45pm

12.30pm

1.45pm

LUNCH

RECESS



Maths- Measurement and Geometry: Time

1. What time does school start (digital and analogue)? _________________

2.    What time does school finish (digital and analogue? _________________

3.    What days are English classes on? _____________________________________

4. What time do English classes start and finish? M _______   Th_________  F_______

5. Who is the Science teacher? ________________________________

6. How many Science lessons this week? _____________________________

7. What classes are music lessons held? _________________________________

8. If this was your class timetable, which day would be your favourite?____________
Why?     _____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Time



LUNCH 



PE

Complete each fitness task for 30 seconds.
Challenge yourself and try and repeat all tasks 2-3 times



PDH/PE

Be proud of myself for all 
that I am and all that I 
want to be

Identifying all the aspects of 
you that you are proud of and 
present this in a poster. 

Self Awareness- Recognising your strengths

Think of an achievement in your life. Something you are really proud of!

For example- winning a soccer grand final, scoring a goal in basketball, learning to ride your bike, swimming 
a lap of the swimming pool.



PDH/PE

Why was this an achievement to you in your life?

How did you feel about this achievement?

How has this achievement encouraged/ influenced you to keep improving? 

Who and /or what has influenced you to achieve this achievement?



PDH/PE

My personal Strengths and Achievements

Everyone has strengths and things we are all good at. You might be really good at 
doing some things and other things are a challenge to you, yet easier for others.

Sometimes we might be too embarrassed to say what our strengths are to other 
people because you might be embarrassed. It is important to acknowledge them 
and be proud of them because they help make you unique.

Mrs Sebalj-
My strengths-that I believe I am good at are- having empathy for others and try and make 
others feel positive. I always try my best to listen to others and help when I can. I also 
believe I am good at making delicious foods using lots of different ingredients.

Achievements- I have achieved three degrees at university, an Early Childhood Degree, a 
Primary Teaching Degree and High School Teacher- D&T. I have achieved becoming an 
Assistant Principal at this lovely school. I have achieved my personal best at running 3kms 
without stopping- this is a big achievement for me, as I find running tricky.



PDH/PE

Three things you believe you are good at.

Three things you have achieved

Three things that your friends/teacher/family believe you are good at.

After reading about my strengths and achievements, I would like you to write or draw:



PDH/PE (optional task)

Hi- 5 our strengths and achievements

Trace around your hand and cut it out.

On one or two fingers write one strength or achievement.

Now ask each of your family members theirs and write it on the remaining fingers.

Discuss any similarities and differences.


